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The slack water survey program, which has been 
supported by the State Water Control Board and the Virginia 
Institute of Marine Science under the Cooperative State 
Agencies program, provides an extended series of 
temperature, salinity, dissolved oxygen and nutrient 
measurements along the Rappahannock River. 
used to: 
These have been 
1) calibrate, verify, and update mathematical
models;
2) provide a baseline against which effects of unusual
events have been measured;
and could be used to: 
3) establish annual and longer period "climatological"
trends in response to changin� natural phenomena
and man-made modifications to the estuary; 
4) provide a basis against which fluctuations in biota
could be compared.
This report contains station locations, survey 
schedules, field procedures, sample handling procedures, and 
data reduction and storage procedures. In addition, 11 
years of contoured temperature, salinity, and dissolved 
oxygen data is presented. 
The primary purpose of this report 1s to provide the 
data in a format which will be useful to others. Analysis 
and interpretation of the data is underway and this will be 
the subject of� later report. 
I. SLA CK WATER SURVEY PROGRAM
A. Description of the Study Area
The Rappahannock River is located in Virginia as can be
seen in Figure 1. The tidal portion of the Rappahannock 
River extends 172 kilometers from the river mouth in a 
generally north-west direction to Fredericksburg (Division 
of Water Resources, 197 0 ). This portion of the river 
drains a n  area of 2,613 square kilometers. The 126 
kilometers of river above Fredericksburg drain an additional 
4,142 square kilometers (Seitz, 1971). The average 
discharge near Fredericksburg is 47.35 cubic meters per 
second based on 73 years of record. The discharge has 
ranged from 0.14 to 3,960 cubic meters per second (USGS, 
Water Resources Data for Virginia, 1981). 
The water surface area of the tidal Rappahannock 
River is 401.5 square kilometers at mean low water. The 
mean low water volume is 1.783 x 10
9 
cubic meters. Figure 2
is a plot of the mean tidal range which is 0.36 meters at 
the mouth and 0. 82 meters at Fredericksburg. Figure 3 shows 
the time difference for high and low water relative to 
Hampton Roads. The duration of tidal rise and the duration 
of tidal fall is presented in Figure 4 (Cronin, 1971). 
The climate in the study area is classified as humid 
subtropical. The average annual air temperature in the 
Rappahannock River basin is 
0 13.4 c. 
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(Cronin, 1971) 
temperatures range from 1.9° c in 0 January to 24.9 C in July.
The average annual precipitation in the basin is 101.2 
centimeters (NOAA, Climatological Data, 1980). 
B. Slack Water Survey Criteria
A slack water survey is made by taking water samples 
at designated locations while following either the high or 
low water slack wave (slack water before ebb tide or slack 
water before flood tide respectively) as it progresses 
upstream from the estuary mouth. Most stations are located 
near the middle of the navigation channel. Water samples 
from at least two points in the water column, one near the 
surface and one near the bottom, are taken at each station. 
At stations of sufficient depth additional points in the 
water column may be sampled. (See section C, "Field 
Procedures", for more detailed information.) The locations 
of the most frequently sampled stations are shown in Figure 
5, where the station designation refers to the distance from 
the river mouth in kilometers. Table 1 lists each station 
by its kilometer 
water depth. 
designation, latitude and longitude, and 
A reasonable time table for collecting the samples is 
15-20 minutes at the first station. This estimate includes
the time spent getting the equipment organized and situated 


























Table 1. Rappahannock River Slack Water Survey Stations 
Distance Latitude Longitude Depth 
(km) (north) (west) (m) 
00.00 37-35.8' 76-17.1' 12.9 
09.80 37-36.8' 76-23.6' 18.9 
16.61 37-38.0' 76-27 .8' 22.5 
28.48 37-41.2' 76-32.8' 12.0 
38.81 37-45.9' 76-37.0' 15.6 
48.92 37-48.5' 76-42.8' 07.8 
5 7 • 7 9 37-52.5' 76-46.4' 07.5 
64.40 37-55.2' 76-49.3' 07.8 
73.68 37-58.8' 76-52.7' 05.1 
81.97 38-02.1' 76-54.8' 09.6 
90.16 38-05.1' 76-58.7' 08.1 
98.47 38-05.5' 77-01.3' 15.3 
108.7 38-09.7' 77-03.8' 18.0 
117. 7 38-09.3' 77-07.2' 04.5 
123.2 38-09.9' 77-10.4' 04.8 
128.1 38-11.7' 77-12.7' 09.3 
133.5 38-11.4' 77-15.2' 10.8 
13 7 • 7 38-13.3' 77-14.8' 05.1 
142.7 38-14.8' 77-14.0' 04.8 
14 7 . 3 38-14.8' 77-16.6' 03.0 
152.0 38-13.9' 77-17.6' 02.7 
157.0 38-14.7' 77-19.5' 03.6 
162.1 38-14.8' 77-22.2' 04.2 
16 4. 9 38-14.9' 77-23.8' 03. 9 
166.8 38-15.4' 77-24.9' 06.9 
16 8. 7 38-16.1' 77-25.6' 03 • 9 
170.5 38-16.8' 77-26.2' 04.5 
172.6 38-17.6' 77-27.1' 02.1 
7 
Every effort is made to complete a slack water survey 
once it has started. The decision to abort a survey may be 
made when weather conditions, and more importantly wave 
conditions, have reached such a point that the slack water 
' ' 
time table can not be met. In some cases a few of the 
stations near the river mouth can be skipped and the survey 
continued upstream. If half of the river is skip ped in 
or der to find more tranquil water conditions the lower 
portion is rescheduled for no later than the next d ay. 
When this is not possible the entire slack water survey is 
rescheduled. 
Surveys usually are conducted monthly, except in the 
winter, by two-person crews in small outboard boats which 
are able to keep pace with the slack waye. Winter sampling 
is generally suspended d ue to the over-satur ation of 
dissolved oxygen and the low temperatures. The months 
during which slack water surveys have been conducted are 
presented in Table 2. 
The slack water surveys are scheduled so that the 
field crews spend the least possible amount of time working 
during dark ness. Usually, the surveys start no earlier 
than one hour before daylight and are run no later than one 
hour after su nset. This policy is mainly a s a f e t y  
consideration in an effort to avoid running the boats at top 
speeds in a limited visibility situation. Since they are 
the longest, the Rappahannock and James rivers are given 




1970 1971 1972 
H L H L H L 
January X 
February X X 
March X X X 
April X X X X 
May X X X X 
June X 
July X 
August X X 
September X X 
October X X X X 
November X X X 
December X X X 
Months of Slack Water Surveys 
(High and Low) for 1970-1980 
Rappahannock River 
1973 1974 1975 1976 1977 
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Prior to 1978 when daily precipitation was greater 
than 0.3 of an inch the survey was postponed for a period 
of usually three days. This sometimes caused problems as 
far as scheduling the surveys, especially when the month 
was drawing to a close. Since 1978 the policy has been 
changed and the surveys are no longer postponed due to rain. 
Figures 6a-k show daily fresh water discharge and the 
dates of each slack water survey. The fre s h  w a t e r  
discharge is measured near Fredericksburg (USGS, Water 
Resources Data for Virginia, Water Years 1970-1981) and 
represents approximately 61.3% of the drainage area of the 
Rappahannock River basin (Seitz, 1971). Figures 7a-k show 
average predicted tide heights and the dates of each slack 
water survey. The tidal data is from Sewells Point and is 
presented as the average of the high tide heights for each 
day and the average of the low tide heights for each day 
(NOAA, Tide Tables 1970-1980). 
C. Field Procedures
Several types of samples are collected during each 
survey. Temperature readings, salin ity, and dissolved 
oxygen samples are taken during each slack water survey. 
Conductivity readings and biochemical oxygen demand samples 
are often taken. Since 1974, nutrient concentrations and 
chlorophyll 'a' have been measured at least a few 
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Figure 7f. Average Predicted Tide and Slack Water Survey Dates, 1975 
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Figure 7k. Average Predicted Tide and Slack Water Survey Dates, 1980 
Sampling depths vary with the parameter being 
considered. Temperature, conductivity, and salinity are 
sampled every two meters between the surface and the 
bottom. Dissolved oxygen samples are collected at the 
surface, mid-depth, and bottom. Biochemical oxygen demand, 
nutrients, and chlorophyll 'a' samples are collected at the 
surface and bottom. 
Temperature measurements are made with either an 
Interocean Model 513 CTD instrument or a Hydrolab Model ARA 
ET- 100 thermistor. Conductivity measurements are made with 
a modified Interocean Model 513 CTD instrument. Water 
samples for the other analyses are collected by pumping 
water with a modified bilge pump from the desired sampling
depth or with a weighted 5-liter PVC Frautschy bottle
attached to a metered line. The bottle is lowered by the 
hand line to the desired sampling depth, then closed by a 
messenger and pulled.to the surface. At the surface, the 
water is placed in appropriate containers for various 
laboratory analyses. While in the field, the instrument 
readings and sample bottle numbers are recorded on an
Oceanography Form 1 as illus
trated in Figure 8.
D. Sample Handling Proced
ures
Samples for salinity are placed in 125-ml sample-
rinsed glass bottles
.




When brought back to the laboratory 
Industrial Instrument Laboratory 




OCEANOGR APHY FORM 1 (REV ISED 1977) 
LAT. N. LONG. W. CR UISE 
CRUISE 8APPA'"'AN NQc,K STATION 5 7, 19 
DATE I STATION I DAY I M O. I YR. �'.:.:. DEG - MIN. 1{o DEG . MIN- �O DESIG NATION I CARD CODE
OBSER VERS 
&J..A..B...K 
TIME 1040 1· 1-1�\;l;\�l:\:\:U17 
RIVER STATION VESS. DEPTH TO T DISK WIND AIR TEMP. 
CODE LOCATION CODE BOTTOM D VIS. in DIR. SPO. DEGREES 
32 33 34 35 36 37 38 39 40 41 42 43 44 45 i46 47 48 49 50 51 52 53 54 55 56 57 
RA RS 7 . 8 T H 00 0 " L 0 4 I 








G ::r .1. 7 0 0 8 :r q I 0 
r.. j .:t r.. r.. 0 A j q � 0
<:, .T 2 IS .q 0 8 :r 9 50 
Corrected Corrected 
Temperatures Conductivity 
T EMP. CONDUCTIVIT't SALINITY D.O. 
.l.1.0 q_1 KO:tO 
.1l. "' q_4 KOlq 
:;i.:;.4 q_5 K018 
Field Data 
Figure 8. Sample Oceanography Form 1 
s.o.D. 
58 59 60 61 62 
CODE FINAL 




FREE FORM FIELD 
63 64 65 66 67 68 69 70 71 72 73 74 75 76 77 78 79 80 
CODE Fl1'4AL CODE FINAL CODE FINAL





from temperature and conductivity readings taken 
Interocean Model 513 CTD instrument. 
from the 
Samples for dissolved oxygen analysis are placed in 
125-m l sample-rinsed glass bottles. Reagents are added 
immediately in preparation for the azide modification of 
t h e  Winkler procedure to be conducted later in the 
laboratory. 
Biochemical oxygen demand (BOD) samples are collected 
in standard 300 ml gla•s stoppered BOD bottles. Nutrient
samples are collected in 1 liter plastic "cubitainers".
Chlorophyll samples are collected in opaque plastic
containers. All three types of samples are placed on ice
immediately after collection and until they can be processed
in the laboratory. Nutrient and chlorophyll samples are
filtered within 24 hours of collection. The details of the
laboratory procedures and analytical methods can be found
in other VIMS reports such as "Water 
River" (Sturm and Neilson, 1977).
E. Data Reduction and Storage
Quality in the York
Central to the reduction of data collected by the
Department of Physical Oceanography and Hydraulics is the
Oceanography Form 1. The Form 1 serves the dual purpose of
providing a sheet for field and laboratory use as well as a
form from which oceanographic data may be entered to the
computer-based storage system via either punched cards or
magnetic tape. 
35 
The data are available on request. Printouts of work 
done by the Depa rtment of Physical Oceanography and 
Environmental Engineering are kept in the depa rtment 




Rappa h an n o ck River d i s c h a r g e ,  m e a s u r e d  n e a r  
Fredericksburg, during the 1970-1980 study period covered a 
wide range of values. The maximum daily average Aischarge 
of 8.4 2 x 10
4 cfs (2526 ems) occurred on 22 June 1972 due 
to the heavy rains of Tropical Storm Agnes. Minimum daily 
average discharge was 84 cfs (2.52 ems) and occurred on 7 
July 1977. Mean daily freshwater flow near Fredericksburg, 
during the study period, averaged 209 1  cfs (6 2.73 ems). 
The greatest total discharge for a given year during the 11 
year study was 1.28 x 10
6 
cubic feet (3.84 x 10
4 
cubic 
meters) in 1979. The year with the least total discharge





Water temperatures in the Rappahannock River showed a
seasonal pattern 
through the year. 
following the air temperature pattern 
Minimum temperatures around 3
°
c were
observed in February. The water temperatures increased 
through the spring reaching max
imum temperatures around 2s 0c
in August. Water temperatures declined in September and




Salinity in the Rappahannock River decreased from ·the
mouth to the head of the estuary. The salt content of the
water tended to increase with depth. 
Salt regularly intruded from the Cheseapeake Bay to
the regi on aro und kilometer 90 . Disregard ing a few
instances of localized upstream phenomena, the 1970-1980 
slack water data set showed a maximum intrusion of the 1 ppt 
iso haline as far upstream as kilometer 109. The minimum
intrusion of the 1 ppt isohaline was around kilometer 49.
This report d o es not include data from the study of 
Tropical Storm Agnes. That study reported a minimum 
intrusion distance of 46 kilometers (Andersen, Davis, 
Lynch, Schubel (ed.), 1973). In addition to longitudinal 
movements of the salinity intrusion, salinity has also
undergone variable degrees of vertical stratification.
D. Dissolved Oxygen
The dissolved oxygen concentration 1n an estuary is 
dependent on several physical and biological factors. The
solubility of oxygen 1s influenced b y  tempera ture and
salin{ty. Turbulence affects atmospheric reaeration rates.
Metabolism and the decomposition of organic material 
demands on the available oxygen.
38 
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The dissolved oxygen values in the Rappahannock River 
showed a seasonal pattern. The highest values, around 10
mg/1, were reported in the winter during the time of low
temperatures and reduced oxygen demand. The level of 
dissolved oxygen decreased through the spring reaching
minimum values around 6.5 mg/1 in the summer during the 
sea son of l o w  f r e s h  water discharge and increased
temperatures and salinities.
The State Water Control Board has set the water 
quality standards for acceptable levels of dissolved oxygen 
(State Water Control Board, 1980). The minimum allowable
oxygen concentration for estuarine waters is 4.0 mg/1. The
daily average concentrations should exceed 5.0 mg/1.
Although the dissolved oxygen values in the Rappahannock
River were generally above these levels, values less than
4.0 mg/1 have occurred between May and October. The minimum
value recorded was 0.0 mg/1 which occurred at kilometer 28
on 31 July 1971. 
39 
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APPENDICES 
A, Longitudinal Contours 
B, Temperature ( 0 c) 
C. Salinity (ppt)
D. Dissolved Oxygen (mg/1)
A. LONGITUDINAL CONTOURS
Longitudinal contours of temperature, salinity and 
dissolved oxygen have been generated for each of the slack 
water surveys. A listing of these surveys is contained in 
Table 3. The bottom profile is based on the water depth at 
mean low water as taken from National Ocean Survey charts at 
the most frequently sampled slack water stations. 
Temperature, salinity, and dissolved oxygen values are
recorded at each depth sampled. When the sampling is taken
at an angle to the vertical because of bottom currents or 
sampling is slightly off-station, the sampled bottom depth
can be deeper than the bottom profile. In this case, the
sampling depths for the entire cast at that station are
scaled so the bottom depths correspond to each other. When 
the bottom depth sampled is shallower than the bottom of the
profile, the sample depths are used as recorded.
SURFACE II is a computer software system developed by
the Kansas Geological Survey for computer contouring and 
graphics display. The user is able to specify pl otting 
options by selecting appropriate operation commands. The 
isotherms, isohalines, and lines of cons tant dis solved 
oxygen in this report have .been drawn using a SURFACE II 
plotting package and Tectronix plotter. When a parameter 
has been measured by more than one method the most complete 
data set is used. 
Tab le 3. Dates of Slack Water Surveys and Contours Generated 
Rappahannock River 
DATE CRUISE SLACK TEMPERATURE SALINITY DISSOLVED OXYGEN 
D/M/Y 
180870 0SR01 H T s D 
061070 0SR02 L T s D 
081070 0SR03 H T s N 
271170 OSR04 L T N D 
011270 OSR05 L T s N 
101270 OSR06 H T s N 
170271 0SR01 L T s N 
190271 0SR02 H T s N 
110371 OSR03 H T s N 
120371 OSR04 L T s N 
010471 OSR05 L T s N 
050471 0SR06 H T s D 
150471 OSR07 L T s D 
160471 OSR08 H T N D 
210471 0SR09 H T s D 
260471 0SR10 L T N D 
180571 OSRll H T s D 
270571 OSR12 L T s D 
090671 OSR13 L T N D 
110671 0SR14 L T s D 
310771 0SR15 H T s D 
310871 0SR16 H T s D 
200971 OSR17 L T s D 
131071 0SR18 L N s D 
271071 0SR19 L T s D 
241171 0SR20 H T N N 
200172 0SR01 L T s D 
280172 0SR02 L T s D 
13037 2 0SR03 L T s D 
030472 0SR04 L T s D 
210472 0SR05 H T s D 
21�0472 0SR06 H T s D 
160572 0SR07 L T N N 
310572 0SR08 H T N D 
260972 0SR09 L T s D 
111072 OSRlO L T s D 
28117 2 OSRll L T s D 
051272 0SR12 H T s N 
H: HIGH WATER SLACK, L: LOW WATER SLACK, 
SLACK BEFORE EBB SLACK BEFORE FLOOD 
T: TEMPERATURE GENERATED D: DISSOLVED OXYGEN GENERATED 
S: SALINITY GEHERATED N: 
NO CONTOUR GENERATED 
(NO DATA AVAILABLE OR NOT 
ENOUGH TO CONTOUR) 
Table 3. (Cont'd) 
DATE CRUISE SLACK TEMPERATURE SALINITY DISSOLVED OXYGEN 
D/M/Y 
190173 0SR01 H T s N 
010273 OSR02 H T s N 
140373 OSR03 H T s N 
170573 OSR29 L N N N 
310573 OSR04 H T s D 
310573 0SR30 L N N N 
150673 OSR31 L N N N 
200673 0SR32 L N N N 
230673 OSR33 L N N N 
110773 0SR05 H T s D 
170773 OSR34 L N N N 
190773 OSR06 H N N N 
190773 OSR07 L N N N 
190773 0SR08 H N N N 
200773 0SR09 H N N N 
200773 0SR10 L N N N 
210773 OSRll L N N N 
220773 0SR12 H N N N 
230773 OSR13 H N N N 
240773 0SR14 H N N N 
240773 OSRlS L N N· N 
250773 OSR16 H N N N 
260773 OSR17 H N N N 
270773 OSR18 H N N N 
280773 OSR19 H N N N 
290773 OSR20 H N N N 
300773 OSR35 L N N N 
300773 0SR21 lI N N N 
010873 OSR22 L N N 
N 
010873 OSR36 L N N 
N 
050873 OSR37 L N N 
N 
060873 OSR23 L N N 
N 
080873 0SR24 lI T 
s D 
130873 0SR25 L T s D 
140873 OSR26 lI T s D 
260973 OSR27 L T s D 
301073 T s OSR28 L D 
L: LOW WATER SLACK, lI: HIGH WATER SLACK, 
SLACK BEFORE EBB SLACK BEFORE FLOOD 
T: TEMPERATURE GENERATED D: 
DISSOLVED OXYGEN GENERATED 
S: SALINITY GENERATED N: NO CONTOUR GENERATED 
(NO DATA AVAILABLE OR NOT 
ENOUGH TO CONTOUR) 
Table 3. (Cont'd) 
DATE CRUISE SLACK TEMPERATURE SALINITY DISSOLVED OXYGEN 
D/M/Y 
190173 OSROl H T s N 
010273 OSR02 ll T s N 
140373 OSR03 H T s N 
170573 OSR29 L N N N 
310573 OSR04 H T s D 
310573 OSR30 L N N N 
150673 OSR31 L N N N 
200673 OSR32 L N N N 
230673 0SR33 L N N N 
110773 OSR05 H T s D 
170773 OSR34 L N N N 
190773 0SR06 H N N N 
190773 OSR07 L N N N 
190773 0SR08 H N N N 
200773 0SR09 H N N N 
200773 0SR10 L N N N 
210773 OSRll L N N N 
220773 0SR12 H N N N 
230773 0SR13 H N N N 
240773 0SR14 H N N N 
240773 0SR15 L N N· N 
250773 0SR16 H N N N 
260773 OSR17 H N N N 
270773 0SR18 H N N N 
280773 OSR19 H N N N 
290773 0SR20 H N N N 
300773 OSR35 L N N N 
300773 0SR21 H N N N 
010873 OSR22 L N N N 
010873 0SR36 L N N N 
050873 0SR37 L N N N 
060873 0SR23 L N N N 
080873 OSR24 H T s D 
130873 0SR25 L T s D 
140873 0SR26 H T s D 
260973 0SR27 L T s D 
301073 0SR28 L T s D 
H: HIGH WATER SLACK, L: LOW WATER SLACK, 
SLACK BEFORE EBB SLACK BEFORE FLOOD 
T: TEMPERATURE GENERATED D: DISSOLVED OXYGEN GENERATED 
S: SALINITY GENERATED N: NO CONTOUR GENERATED 
(NO DATA AVAILABLE OR NOT 
ENOUGH TO CONTOUR) 
Table 3. (Cont'.d) 
DATE CRUISE SLACK 
D/M/Y/ 





























































H: . HIGH WATER SLACK, 
SLACK BEFORE EBB 
T: TEMPERATURE GENERATED 





























































L: LOW WATER SLACK, 































D: DISSOLVED OXYGEN GENERATED 
N: NO CONTOUR GENERATED 
(NO DATA AVAILABLE OR NOT 
ENOUGH TO CONTOUR) 
Table 3. (Cont'd) 
DATE CRUISE SLACK TEMPERATURE SALINITY DISSOLVED OXYGEN 
M/D/Y 
190477 0SR01 L T s D 
030577 0SR02 L T N D 
170577 0SR03 L T s D 
030677 0SR04 L T s D 
270777 OSROS H T s D 
290777 OSR06 L T s D 
010877 0SR07 L T N 
D 
030877 0SR08 H T N 
D 
220877 OSR09 H T s D 
070977 OSRlO H T s D 
011177 OSRll L T s D 
220578 OSROl L T s 
D 
140678 0SR02 H T s D 
050778 OSR03 L T N 
D 
060778 OSR04 L T s 
D 
140878 0SR05 H T s 
D 
180878 0SR06 L T s D 
031078 0SR07 L T s D 
101078 OSR08 H T s· D 
291178 0SR09 L T s D 
110479 0SR01 L T s D 
250679 0SR02 L T s 
D 
020779 0SR03 H T s 
D 
120779 OSR04 L T s 
D 
021079 OSR05 H T s 
D 
231079 OSR06 L T s 
D 
071179 OSR07 H T s D 
230680 OSROl H T s 
D 
140780 OSR02 L T s D 
150880 OSR03 L T s D 
150980 OSR04 H T s 
D 
141080 OSROS L T s . D 
H: HIGH WA�ER SLACK, L: LOW WATER SLACK, 
SLACK BEFORE EBB SLACK BEFORE FLOOD 
T: TEMPERATURE GENERATED D: DISSOLVED OX
YGEN GENERATED
S: SALINITY GENERATED N: NO CONTOUR
 GENERATED
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I � �\o\ X••·• t' � \r= xaa., 2a.o xe•.�•f,/ _ \�XII•·• XII•·• xaa.1 ,. xaa.oxa1.1xa1.1 x••·•r� \��, 
-�·�·t><LlU \�x .... 
\ \._� \ � x•�\ 
·9
. 1 , 
• 13 








DISTANCE UPSTREAl'I FRO" ftOUTH 
--- -------�- _ _:s;,; 














RAPPAHANNOC( RIVER a? SEPTE�BER 1976 TEMPERATURE 
xaa.o 
· 1::k•• .a x•• . ,<ea . 7 X•• ·• X••-1 xaa.o • -�·· \a X•• -•X•• ·•X•• .• x•• 
I N 
• .a X•• .,c::aa .7 
2 .2 x••-111<••·7 
iii •• :x.•.,<.•• ., 
·9 X••·• 
• 1 1 










X•• .o 1• .)l(a• ·\ X•• .o 
x•• . o n, �.. 0xaa .ax•• -•xa•. • x•• ·• 
n, 
• 
X-• .)Ca• •• 
I �·' ·• 
� J xa-.ax••-•x••·• xaa., 
I / \ x••·• xaa., 
KILOl'IETERS 
DISTANCE UPSTREAf'I FROff �OUTH 
X••"-•·• 













RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER 11 OCTOBER 1976 
'••• X .o X••••X•llt,JIIC17.7 X17.0X17 •• �,.,-0X1•·• i x,,.. \ ID L .•. o x,._,
tD 






.i!<,7•• :::: x, •.• x, •. & 
� i•o-o � '•t ';g X••·• x,tA, 
••i• ,\-� .... x,.\













DISTANCE UPSTREA" FR°" �OUTH 
X••-& 
, ... 













RAPPAHANNOCK RIUER 19 OCTOBER 1976 
,a., X••·ll<'-'·7 x,•·•'- �_y..eX••·P<••·• X1•· 0x,a.ax,a .ex,a. 
.-/ . -..... \ "'" r � 1S � X1••• 1•I-• X••·�···�·
('
'•·• x��X••·,Cu.7 xu.oxu.ax,a 




... ,. X•• • \ 
I 7xu.� .• x, •.• "11:�··-��'\· I x•7;•x••-•X,.�
.,, I · ··- \ !\J x,.\. , •. r.
J 
xu.x,�
• x1a.e x••·• X1•·• x./• \ �... ·) ---. s1- \xu .�. .• x,• .• 
� \ 0 
/ x,s.o in 
..... x17.o 
\ 
. , , 
• 1 3 
• 1 7 




DISTANCE UPSTREA� FROft l'IOUTH 
TEl'IPERATURE SLACK BEFORE EBB 
x,a., 'i•>t• b.!'te':?",'k - - "" 
X•
\ 
;x, ·• X1� ., X• 1i "J�_ -!x, , ..
X•• ·• C\.I ,a., X•r �':t�• X• •. o X"' ·• 
X••· 

















RAPPAHANNOCK RIUER 81 NOVEMBER 1�76 
, o • & X• o •IK• o • 7 
,o.a x10.lk;10.T 
1D •• X•D-IK1D.J' 
1D,5 X10.li<tD.7 
-9 x,o.a 
- , , L · x,o.7 
x10.a 
x,o.e 
\� • 1 7 
• 1 S 
·21 
·2
x,o.a x10.a x\o.,\xe.1X•·• X•·•1>41.e X•·• X•·• 
x,o.a � \ \ X-.r \ 
x,o .• x1�•111t•-•X•-� 17)
1 
x..a. X•·• X•·· 
x· 0-· 
Q\\ \ I .... "' X• 
X• o ·r-�- X•1.X• •6 } x!i:• X• ·• X• ·• x,o.e 
.- \\ l X-·• 





DISTAhCE UPSTREAA FRO" ftOUTH 



























- 1 1 
� I -a� !::� ua 1�a 
KILONETERS 













RAPPAHANNOCK RIUER 22 NOUEMBER 1976 





















SLACK BEFORE FLOOD 
-a 1 
ICitOI\ETERS 

















- 7  
. SI-
- 1 J 
- 1 7 
- 19 
·21 
RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER 2� NOUEMBER 1976 
X-·•X•·• X•·• X•·• xa.� X•-•X••• 
X•••X•·• X••• ,•·• 
\ 
X•-�x• . .X••• 
IS' \ 









l \ I\ 
TEMPERATURE SLACK BEFORE FLOOD 
X•.)(•)(•.»?.f• .,, x• x·-1�·:f.· 
X•-�•>C•• 
I\ I\ I \ I \ >t·· 
-2-;t s� iA 1�0 I 
ICILOl'IETERS 














RAPPAHANNOCK RIUER 19 APRIL 1977 TEMPERATURE SLACK BEFORE FLOOD 
xu.11<1a�• x,•·• x,-.. xu.ax,,.lll(,a,,X1 1f·•x"\.7x1e.ax\e,e x1
7
·•X1•>f19X'I•
en  �� =� �� =� U)� �� !. x,·:i:c� .... 
X• .o ,a CP ""\�,.::irv�w.a a 
,� xu.11<u. .o x,e.a J, 7•0 x,.,. "·• a, x,.,. x,a.,x,w. �, •.• 
x ':1"·._.  X�  
\ \ \ 








,x·•·• X••·• �4 � x,.,x,.f.a
,.;. x'"-"'"·• X'"·•\x••-• x,t x• ·• !!' x••-• x, •.• I\ \ I\ x••·•
\ ,,_ ... > .... 
-
I x••-K•. r x, . �\ ••• 
• 1 1 x
.... I \ 
x,a., 
• 1 7 
• 19 
·oi:?1 
- 2� si 1ee 1s0 
KILOPIETERS 
















• , 1 
03 MAV 1977 
_ X•a.,x,a.•X••·•X�·•
u, c:o 










SLACK BEFORE FLOOD 
-a� A tie 1�0 
ICILOl'IETERS 













, .. ' 
• 1 1 
• 1 3 













x,\ . ., 
u, 
x••·• \ 
x, •. o 
x,e.o 
17 NAV 1977 
x,a.ax,a.)11(••·" 
x, •.• 
x,... x, •. ., 
x,a.o 
x, •.• X••·" 
TEl'IPERATURE SLACK BEFORE FLOOD 
-a� di 1&a 1b 
1 
ICILOftETERS 





































X••· 1 N • 
X••••X••
.o
xJ, r .... 






Rt "n, \ 
\ ,-,�� � 




\ N • 


























- 1 1 
- 1 7 
• 19 












27 JUL'r 1977 
X••-•xa•,11<:••t X••·•x••-�•7.1X•"·• 























RAPPAHANNOCK RIUER 29 JULY 1977 
- 1:::tt••-1 x••-�••·• X•• ·• X•• •• X•• ·• xaa .:.C•• •4 e.ox••-•X••-7X••·•
•• 7 
·3 xaa.,<as.e �e.o X••·• .... 
( \ 
�-,<Hr �-0 XH,5 ·S 
... , '-'l,� \ 
I x•• -J<•• .o x� .o x•• .•. 7 ••Mt \ 
\ xa• . J<•• .• xa�, ·9 
• , 1 j x.•-k•... 
\ 
X••·'<••-• 
• 1 7 





















· a;t s� 1�0 1S0 
KILOl'IETERS 


















·9 . •.. 
• , 1 
• , 3 
- i! 1 
Kl LOl'IETERS 




















- 1 1 
-a� SI 1A 1�8 1 
KILOPIETERS 











r·· - --� 
- 1 1 
- 1 3 













22 AUGUST 1977 
xa11.1 xaa.a xaa.a 









t\l X•••• "' 
l ' il 
.•... 
SLACK BEFORE EBB 
xa,x,a, .... x, 
Q 
•
• )(D r.-,a �:,>ff ... .- xa 1':'f 
)(117 • • C\J\ Xa7 ., )(87 .11 
xa,.a 
ru )(,87 
-a3d s� i�e 1�0 1 
ICILOl'IETERS 








---�------�-- ----- -·-- -- --·- -
RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER 07 SEPTEMBER 1977 TEMPERATURE SLACK BEFORE EBB 










-s .... , r 
�.>--/� • 1 1 xa•·• 
• 1 7 
• 1 S 
-2,
t'fj 
Mlla.o r- �o 
)<a7.7 Xlt7 ·�uj! x,at, 'IXH.o 
J Q) x•nr










-a.. ;� iA ih 
KILOf'!ETERS 
DISTANCE UPSTREA" FROft ftOUTH 
_ _ -___ _ _ ---::.
r­r -,:o, r 
"!• X a • • X 

















































































































• 1 1 
• 1 3 
• 1 7 
I! · 19 
II .. ·21 
I -
·2,ii( 
RAPPAHAMNOCK RIVER 22 l"IA'r' 1978 TEMPERATURE SLACK iEFORE FLOOD 
�ao.l) xao.a xao\e �, .,c .. Je Jao.�, •. � ... exao.�,�>4!a�•�,.if4��=�� 
c::>0 � N / t\J n, o 'ii � xao.9xa)l(;1 
'- \ ,'1.,'1., j I \ �--· xt.':'l0x� o -• xao.11:xX••·• �0...t xao.tJ<-' ·,<a,· X-fltaX••••_.o.oxal).• xao.,,i; x1e�1 •· �0-�JI(; , 




, ru x,a�, •. , ., xao.a .... "' 
:k 
xao • C) x,.X .��� .,B�::\';!.•'·jca
l\
,. x,e.�ao.oxao., xao"f J l x••·• 





























• 1 1 
05 JULV 1978 TEMPERATURE SLACK BEFORE FLOOD 




cC .>.f� ........ X••·• xa\. • "-•·• • • �
X•• ,ex••.. X•• N. x••,t. • 
""
\ 
X••·• cul \ xa•� ... ? l.














DISTANCE UPSTREAl'I FROA "OUTH 
Q
 




































- 1 7 
- 19 
-a1









xa1.e xa1. 7 xa1j:, X••\,:i!a7I• X••·7X••·sX••·•X••·• CD N rut X••·• u,1 )<ae.1 X••·•xaw., 
X•7 ·• X•7 ·• xa�• X•• X•• .a 
I x••·• c.o
t 
xa•-1 X••·' xaw.1 








xa1. 1 xa, ·• XII ·• ><-•·,C. ·• xae,a 
xae.a 
X••·• 
xa1.1 xa, .• xa,.a xa,.• 







DISTANCE UPSTREAn FROA MOUTH 
TEl'IPERATURE SLACK BEFORE EU 

























RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER 18 AUGUST 1978 





• 1 , 
• l 5 
·Z 1 
KILO"ETERS 
DISTANCE UPSTREA" FRO" l'IOUTH 
') 












RAPPAkANNOCK RIUER 03 OCTOBER 1978 





, .o X•• ·x ·• �a, .a xa, .1ux•a .• x•�·· 
)(21 •• +
™ 1 x ·• x,a.o
N N 
N N 
•1•0 xe,.7 \ \ . 7._ x•,-• x•� .o 
N t\l 
a, .o XII• ·• i J.t\l 




l f - , ,._ X•• • ,v<.a1.e 
a, .a . /� !"' . 
X•t.,-
- 1 5ta- ::,<.aa .a 
xa,l. 
- 1 7 
· 19 
· a 1 
.... 
\ . xao.a 




\:aa .• x•o.a X 
TEMPERATURE SLACK BEFORE FLOOD 
·Z;l SA 100 150 
KILOMETERS 







. 1 , 
- 1 3 




II .. ·21 
I -
-a� 
RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER 10 OCTOBER 1978 
X1a.1'
_..




.- CD ... 
" x,a.a X I \ \ 
x, .... x,•s:I\ x,1.�••-• ',.!··x,1Jlix••-�·1·•
.- X• ·• I I x,.... -t -I \ X••·• X••-�
\:
X1:,.�•a.a X1"bSX••-�17 .a } x,.... - \ 
••. o I � .... X•��•-• ' 7·• X 1 -• X•!9•X••·
1 
' - -
J\S> �17, X••·• X••\ � ... 
1 
KILOl"IETERS 
DISTANCE UPSTREA� FRO" "OUTH 
TEMPERATURE SLACK BEFORE EBB 
xn.!_•X••"7'�"�*<��·- X.'"�1 
t,.J 
- \ Q) 
17.. :: 
l �--� ,�,.Xl•·• n.a / _u:, x,,_•x··
1 
x� x••"'x,,M 
..... \ , •. r:J ,-... , .. l ... X ,).i•�• X17 • '!:.A l CD 
, 7 .... 



















- 1 1 
- , a
RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER ag NOVEftiER 1i78 
xt, .o >,11110.0 XII·• IX11·.X-·a 










x,,.o ,.o �Xlt'•  
-
x,\1:1
)(11.o .o )(II •• •• 
)(0 •• T T 
)(JI.a 















DISTANCE UPSTREM FROR ftOUTH 








- 1 1 
• 1 5 
- , 7 





RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER 11 APRIL 1979 
x,o 
--xd.o 
x,, .o x,, .• x,, .l<1, ·• 
x,,., 
x, 1 • 0 x, t • t x, 1 •• 




x,o.• x,o.e x,4 .• 
x,, ·• X 
e·· x,o.a 
KILOl'IETERS 
DISTANCE UPSTREAM FRO� AOUTH 















RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER 02 JUL'i' 1979 
1l· 7 I x••· ru ru 11<••.o X••·• 
u. .,._ 
X••\ • ...... 
I \ 








N N 84 .o 
















�.x••·• XII•·• • 
.• x•• .o 
N \ x••
/i'l-� -"  ""�
x••·
N N •• 
N 
• .� X•



















.... \ ,y 
� 
\ � x., .• r�ft � 
,\ 
- .._.. .. 
ao� xai .• r � 





TEl'IPERATURE SLACK BEFORE EBB 
� 
I -a 
5� 1$e 1te 
KILOl'IETERS 












RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER 12 JULY 1979 
· 1:k«s\! 7.rtJ<.••�d XH ,a X•• ,a XII•, 
.... (OJ') � 
:a,.�
aa.7 :••·•xaa.,
• 1 1 
• 1 7 
t\l\J lJ r�(S\ X • tD X••·a.txaa.a .•.• 71 �-·� x-, X••\ X••-ox···· �(o X••·· 




\ <S'-'V X••·• x.r,.• \....,z.(o xaa.o 
X••· a.·• N X•• .a xaa. . , X•• ·• xa 5 , • Xaa..
, 
:C U"\ /ff?. 
XH., 
x1•·• / '$\ 
/ X••·• 25' ••:r2? X••·• X•• X••·•
. x••-• � ,,S:Zr> .... o x
••. \
x•-• 
I \ xa•-0"' (\) ' Xrr.11 •\_ . :,,,. 














DISTANCE UPSTREA" FRO" l'IOUTH 














RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER 02 OCTOBER 1979 
XI!! .111<•• •• X•• .• 
xa• .1:1<•• .• xa, .• 
� .,,-� 




X•�o xao.ax .. ,i�••.1
- Q 





X•• . • xa, • 
x
\o -�, 
a.a X•o.)(ao.a xao.\ X•• .,
-11�20.a xao.�o;a xao.o �
-13 xao.')(ao.1 
x.o.)l<ao.1 
• l 7 
-19 
·21 
-a� e 1 
Kll.Ol'IETERS 
DISTANCE UPSTREAP! FROl'I MOUTH 













RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER 07 NOVEMBER 1979 
• ·t·· 
XI 4 .11(14 •• 




, ... o 
• 1 1 )(14.11(14,& 
,.. , 
• 1 3 X••·><••·• 
• 1 7 




x, .. \ x,a.s �, •.• x1a.,c,a.a . .,. 




TEMPERATURE SLACK BEFORE EBi 
. 23d se 1ee 1se 
KILOMETERS 










• , 7 
RAPfWWUIOCIC RIVER 23 JUNE 15180 
•·• x,aa.lt(lt•.1 x,aa.o XII•·• x,aa.a)(IJ••J<IM.o )Ol•·•XO•·•XD•·•• 









� � ,] 
ll'l\ 
': 
.\_,,J::.. .• -·· --· -=·"" .. L»··· • 








DISTANCE UPSTREM FROA AOUTH 













• 1 7 
RAPF'AIWfflOCr.'. RIVER 14 JULV 1P8t TEf'fFERATUR£ SLACK BEFORE FLOOD 
)(117 •• 
•• )ONt.)(lnl.t �a.o X-O·• xeo.a,iot,..,c.,..o XD7•7xa,.a)(ll7.a)(D,..iLXftl-•X-�.0 Xn-•/x,,1.0 >oa 
r{f � � � 
lfJ )Ol7.0 
/ \ I xa,. • \ xaaf xa�7•0 
.• �--· )(Ila.a �-0 )(ptt •• ��-1(a7.0 • )(117olt)(r,7.a)(ll7 •• l'\)xae
.o xae�)4n.o It� )Ot7.d 
. I \ 
.... CD � l 




X.O·• Xlta ... 
7•0 .. '°'·•,o,.ax•,.·• ·
• i �,.....
xao.\ .� \ xa,. .• 
D .a »•-0<••·• xa•-• )(Ila., ·b/ ·0 )(117 •• 



























.. �·�·· �-· )Cea,•
XIN-• x-e.• 
)(ltO •• x.c,.o 
x,aa.• )(DO •• 
XN-• xa,e •• 







tie )(97 .• )(87, 
r·· 






15 AUGUST 198e 
XN ,e )(lt8 ,JlCO I 1 x,ro •, X1n1 ,oxao , •XH •• 
)(INl,7 X-·• l 
J,. X,lttt •• XN
� 
XU,• )CaO,•><n,a 
x-. ,. )OIO •• \ xae . •xae ·• 
)(N • .. )(Ito •• )(Ito •• 
)QIO •• )(Ile •• 
)(Ito.a 
Kl LOl'IETERS 
DISTANCE UPSTREM FROl'I ROUTH 
T£11P£RATUR£ SLACK BEFORE FLOOD 
....,__.)O�• ><H·• )(lla)c,bc:so>,t,���-·










RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER 15 S£PTEl1JER 1PU 
a.• .x1 ... xaa.o xea., XD•·• xaa.aX-•·,C,,•·• xoa.a)Qta,oxaa,ex.iao,o 
)(Ila.a 
... XPa .ID(lla .o )(Ira • ., )(Ito.• Xlta .a XO• ·b•. a XII• ,•xa•. r)(lla. ,xsa . ., 
)(00,7 
TEAP£RATURE 
-�·-· ,.,. ........ 
)(110 ., 




•• , x,ra.lil(lta •• xa• .• xaa .• 
• 1 7 







XII•., XI!• ,o 
• ••• 
ICILC>f'ETERS 
DISTANCE UPSTREAft FROR ftOUTH 











• 1 1 
• 1 5 
RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER 14 OCTOIER 1&11 TEl'IPERATURE SLACK BEFORE FLOOD 
,o.ox,a.a x, •. �,.o )(tJ\.I x,.,. x,
j
.,xu1.,c, •.•
cP\ f ::� x, .en, 4·�·� 
X1••,C
,
o,jS xnl, )(10.1 ,
"\ 




,o., x,r>lf,cc11:n>41X•��-1� x, t>trr ?)ltu .• x, s.c, 1'S 7�:: �)C 
LO x, ' .• "-·" - L ,. . • L - x, � X
'
4PCf" 
" X•••\ )(1�.0)(10,0 x,o.�, • .a; )('7,1 x-r
:, 











x••·if xnJP�• f'··· 
\ 
I \ 
x, •.• ..!J 
X••·• CD - 7t 
x,o.a \ xnC* AJii 
x,... °d> \ 
x, •.• �-·· 






SI uW 1ge 
ICILOftETERS 











. , -><•f • 
-'" 
,a., ><••·P<•�•
. , , 















•81\1 t t I S\ 1.U 4b I 
.:J LOflETERS 
DISTftNCE UPSTREM FROfl ftOUTH 
:,,.
 

































AAPPNWltOCt: RI1.'£R e8 OCTOIER Lr.. S-MLIHirt' St.ACK BEFOP.£ EID 
• l!JU I dE t b, I I ; � 1 
KILOAETtRS 




















































I I ii l •8� I d, itC\ 1 !I 
IC I LOfllETtltS 




















RffAllf.NNOCK RlUER 17 FEIRUARY 1971 SAt.lNlTY SLACK BEFORE Ft.OOD 
- 1 1 
-a,
- a -1\t A , IA , ih , , 
KILORETERS 
DUiTNCCE UPSTR£M FlfOfl FIOUTH 
RHPPHH�t/N(l(I( RI<1£P J !? F£BRU111' 1, ! ::I';' J :-i:.LlllIT',' 
D 







I\• I I I 
I I ! 
\I�� 




01sr;.r1cE UP$TREAl'I FROPI l'l•)UTH 












• 1 7 











DISTANCE UPSTREAft FROff "OUTH 






































































































RriPPl+HW4HCCK RIVER 01 ..PRIL 1971 SHLINITV $LAC� BEFORE FLOOD 
x,a,0(1 •. 0 
x1a.0(1a.a 















RHPP�HHNNOC� RIVER OS �PIHL 1 9i' l 
1 
KILOl'IETERS 
DISTANCE UPSTPEA� FP.O" MOUTH 










































cl HPRIL 1971 SrtlltilT\I SLACl: �EFORE EB£. 
· 2 'd si I�� 1�8
KI LCil''IETEP.S 















• , 1 
• 1 7 
• 19 
·21
RHPP�CK RIIJEP 18 NHY 1971 
x, •. , r-:r 









5.:tLJNIT\' SLkC� fEFORE Eli 























. 1 ,._ 
· 13l-








• ,xo.• xo.o xa.o
\ I 





;;.LI lfI T\' 
I I I I \ 
I\ I\ I\ I I I 
I I / I I \I 
\ I I I 
DISTANCE UPSTREAA FRO� �OUTH 


















-a� ex ab. i!a. 
ICILOAETERS 













• , t K
'"·" 
- �
• 1 7 
• 19 
• i? 1 
·ii
31 JUL',' J971 SHLHUT',' SLACt: BEFQJ?E EBB 
xa.o 
XOOI >:(O .ox•• .J(o�.)l(ca,,QI >(II .oxo .:=c• •• xo ·t<:o ��
xo.e xo.o 
























, •• o 
. ., 
·9
• 1 1 












31 HUGUST 1n1 ;.:.LI/UT\' 
xo.a 
X••• xo.• 
xo.• xo.a xo.a O,D XD,a 
xo.• xa.a 
xo.a 
xo . .X"·• 
o,ito .• xo.a 
1 
KIL011ETERS 
DISTHNCE UPSTREA� FRO" �OUTH 
SLACK f£rORE £ii 
150 


















































. , , 
• , 7 
• 111
· 2 1 
13 uCTOiEP J971 
0 
xo ,11(0)0:I \ 
xo ;,(a)OO •• 




5.=tlIIHTY SLHCK EEFORE FLOOD 
I!: I 
-2� e� li& 1 1' 
r.IL01'ETERS 



















x,a . .c��'··· 
-
-9 \ ... .... 
• 1 1 
x;.7 
�.J. 
• 1 7 
• 111 
·i!1 
27 OCTOJER 1g11 SALINITY SLACK BEFORE FLOOD 
-2.iu-��--����� .... �� .... �-...1r-�....i.��....i.��--����""T"ltr�--'--� ...... ��....i.��--�--:i'Pll�� .... �� .... 
KILORETERS 
























- 1 , 
I 
LI) 







x, a .111(1 a .• 
x•• ·P<••·•
xu .lll(u ·• 
x,a.111(, •.• 






DISTANCE UPSTP.EAPI FRO� "OUTH 








RAPPAIWMXIC RIVER aB JAHUARV 1g72 SALINITY SLACIC BEFORE FLOOD 





• 1 1 
-a'I& 1;1 Iii 1to 
Ut.OAETERS 
DISTANCE UPSTREM FROft l'KlUTH 




�r ot·· ·c::r1 �r·1 · 1 Il·r r r· ··�·A·� ·









X .. ·�·· x\�'\•)-'1filf7 \ xo�o.o I T 
H Il l'I) 
• 91- "' \ I I / 
\ xo�
I I \ I \J ; I-- , n- \ \ I i \ I \ I � X••-»<••·• 7\'•-'it I \ I \ . , 6� 




• 1 7 
I! • 19 
II 
I' • i! 1 
I . 
-2
3e* 0 100 - - - ------ --- 1S� 
KI LC1METEP.5 











RAPPAH�Y. RlV£P. 03 HPRIL ina S11LWITV SLACK iEFORE F�OOD 










.9 .. I I 
C) 
X•• ·• I I \ \ - 1,' l \ 0 
\ X"·' 




























,it, a·• r .... /X••·• X••·• 
x••·• 
I \ \I 
\ xu., 








I , ... = 
\ 






















- , , 










SttLIHIT\' SLN(K BEFORE EBB 
•25d St 16i) 1te 
KIL011ETE�5 












R..PP�IOCt: RIVER Z4 t1PRZL 1 •;7z SHLWITV SLACK fEFORE Ell 
1 
•: 1 t.Ol'fETERS 











RRPPA#1ANNOC� RIVER 26 SEPTENBEP. 1972 :ALWIT'I $LACY. BEFO�E FLOOD 
, •.• x,,.111(,a 
• 1 7 
• 19
-a1
-a5c1 si 1H 1A 
KILOPIETERS 















. , , 
• HS 
• 1 5 



















- 1 1 























- , 7 
- 10
-21
-a.. si 1R 1�0 ' 
KILOf'IETERS 













RAPPNHANltOC.: RIVER 1 g Jf.ll'fU11RY 1973 �-HLINIT',' $L,:CCI� BEFORE EBB 
• 1 ::! Q 
7 fx-J•x,11.• 







- , 7 
- i"
• ii 1 
·li5i I si 1$0 1�0 
KILQr,ETERS 
















-a�----....._____ ..... ____ .._ ____ ...._ __ ...,,.1r-�_,,j�--_.----.... ----.-�-T",tr----...._--_,,j.._�_....�------�nr.r-�-----� .....
KILOPIETEPS 











R�PAHHHHOCY. Rltl£11 H lfHRCH !n3 SMLltilTV SLACK IEFORE £ti 
0 
X, l""" ·• 
• 1 7 
• 19 
-a,
• 2Jlij s� hW 1�e · 
t::ILOP1ETEPS 












RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER 31 MY 1'173 SALINITY SLACK BEFORE Ell 
150 
ICILOPIETERS 











RAPPAAAHNOCt:: RIIJEJl 11 JULY Jg73 SHLitlfT't $L�Cr. BEFO�E EBF 
• 1
-3
••• )(O ;ic(D)4D .a 
·S
xa ilCO>CD .o 
• , 7 
. , 9 




















• 1 7 
-HI 
. 2, 
·2� di d& 1h 
I 
ULOl'tETERS 
DISTANCE UPSTREAl'I FRO" �OUTH 














































































. �.• . ..:••·
x•-.;<••.7 
. , H· I 
X••-� 
• 1 7 
· 19 
·21
14 �UGUST 1973 S.:tLltHTY SLHCK fEFORE Eit 
·a 1 
ICILOAETERS 

















. , , 
• 1 5 






























SNLIIHTY SLHCY. fEFORE FLOOD 
-a, s� 1A 1h 
r.ILOl'IETEPS 












x,o .,c:,e., I x,a, 
,a .e X••·k•• .a 
U\ x ... , x,











30 OCTOBEP. l973 
1 
Y.ILOAETEflS 
DISTANCE UPSTREAl'I FRO� MOUTH 












RAPPAAANHOCr. IU'JcR as MARCH J974 � .. LINIT',' SLACK BEFOPE FLOOD 
-9 


















RHPP�OCK RIU£R ai; �PRIL J9iof SH�IIHTV SLHC( iEFORE EB£ 
·9
• l , 
X••·• �
x••·• 
• 1 7 
• 19 
•21
.... s� 1�e 1�§ 
r.IL011ETERi 
















































































l l ,· 
II 
1• 


















Kl LOl'1£TER S 
DISTAtlCE UPSTREAA f"ROl't f'IOUTH 






















Zl JUii£ 19':',f 
xo.. xo.o xo;:iito.o 





::ALHIIT',' SLHCK B£F0�E FLOOD 
. a, se 1do 1�tl 
KlLOtlETERS 













RAPPff�tlN-OCK RlV£P t'SI JULV lSl7.f 
r 
KIL011ETEPS 
DISTIWtCE UPSTREAN FRO" NOUTH 



































































UI 't·• ><, •. ,c,•.•I ><••·•
.... "' 
,.,. )<, •• ,c, •.•... "' 
••• , )<14.111(14.0 




Ji JULV 1Sl7.f SALINITY SLACK IEFORE Ell 
·• XD}• x, .,
x, ., 
KILOflETERS 





















x, .... \,o 
\ 
19 ;..u�usr Di'.f SALINITY SLACK BEFORE rLOOD 
�,.o xa )$.O •• 




, .o -•• 
o.c 


























- 1 , 
. , 3 






[I I STANCE IJPSTREA11 FP(•l'I 110UTH 












RitPPHHANIICCK Pll.'£P 1S OCTOBEP J9?4 
r., x, •. ,c,a. 






DISTANCE UPST�AA FROft MOUTH 







•' ,· u 
I -
J 










,... x,• ·• xt"'\'"·0\ 
x1,., \ 
7 ., 
f,f NOV£1fJER 1974 SALINITV SLACC DEFORE.FLOOD 
-a 1 
ICILORETERS 




( l'l l 
1! 
Ir 
I' I - --
R11PPAHANNOCK IUl>£R 
. 1rr· 1&··1"·· r 7·






• 1 1 
I I Xto<•••• 
X• •• 
• , 7 
. , 9 
• ii 1 
- i! 
10 DECEnBER 1974 
1 
t:ILOM:TEli'S 
DISTANCE UPSTPEAPI FROl1 �OUTH 
SliLINIT'i 
-:::" 


































































































RMPPHHNNriOCI: RIVER 13 tut,· 1975 Si.Ll!IIT'( SLACK BE�O�E FLOOD 
x,, .J(tl. 
• 1 7 
• 1 D 
-a,
• a-, • � t t I I 5 i i i i 
KILO"ETERS 





























�IC RIVER ii OCTOIER 1975 SALINITY SLACK DEFORE EID 
-a
• 1 1 
• 2Jij A iio iA 1 
IC It.Oft£1'EftS 




PHPPfiHHrm,:":t: IW.IEP. e 1 ll·'.11JEl'IE ER 1 nr: 
· 1Jth� x,' .II(,, .• ,.ct xe,7 ••• 
' 
-l'�k •• ' X•'-• �\ 11\1/ ;t 
1PI) --_ 














OISTAttC.E UPSTRE"l'I FP(•l"1 l'IOUTH 
";:, 
Sl-lLHIIT'/ ':L1tc,: tEFORE n.::ii:-t, 
j, 
I I 
,�/// \J I 
1 1 � I J 









































x .... \· 
x,o.a 







KI Ll>llE TERC3 
DISTANCE UPSTREAN FROM �OUTH 













RNPPAHANNOCK RIVER 24 ltHV 1976 
, ••• )(14,111(11,7 
•••• )(14 • .c,,,7 
• , 1 












S�l.ll'IIT't St.ACK rEFORE El! 
-a-, Si 100 1�0 
Kil.01'1ETERS 











RAPPAHitNliOC�: RI lJ£R lil JUltE 1371:1 SHLINIT'I SLHCK E:EF'ORE EU 
... 
\ 
• 1 7 
• 19 
. 2,
• 25d ;i 1�0 1�0 
1: I L•)l'tETERS 













RAPPAHNHNOCK RHIEP a0 SEPTEMiEP 1976 
·21 
., xo�· 








·:-AL ltl IT',' Sl.t4CK BEFN�E EH 
\J 
·254 5� 1ii0 l�i 
Kll.Ot\ETEPS 













- 1:t(1• •• x1• .J<:1• 11 x111• 
Ll1 
, •.• x,a.11(1• x,J, 
, •.• x,a.J(1a. 
, •.• ><••·II<'•·• 
-9 x, •.• 
- 1 1 
- 1 7 
- 1 S 
-21 



















RHPPAHANNOCK RIUEP. 11 OCTOBER 1976 SMl.INIT'I StMC(. BEFORE FtOOD 
x, .• 
xo.,-�, ... t,t�, ... \x\.fil \ \�1 \ >\a-� \ x• ·•>\0 • • \ xo., 
"J;Jl'•·D I u,�·1•,D 
�1flJ!i\ \ \ \ \ l I I 
l "'j" . \ xo .•
• 1 G
-a,
•21\1 si 1�a 1b 1 
•:IL01'£TERS 
D15TANr.E UPSTREAl'I FRO� "OUTH 


































'! • • x tJ) 














































... .... ::; ..J � 'J) r,J n.i 









































































1 · ! : I. 
i ,l 










































- 1 , 
• 1 3 
· 19 
· a I 
RHPPHHt:ilillOCK PlllEP 
, .. , )(, .. �,·�·










r. I L•)l�E TEPS
DI STANCE UPSTREAM FRvl'I �1(1UTH 
SALililT'! 
I� 































































--... :z: ... en ... > .., r--N 









































































































































































































































































































































... --...-.... _, r .,. 



































































9 ').t xo., Cl \ 








DlSTNtCE UPSTREM FROfl ROUTH 
















































































































































































































































































































RAPPAHANNOCK RIUER ag NOVE�BER 1978 SALIN ITV SLACK BEFORE FLOOD 
- 1 x1•. XIII•• 
-3
-5 :s 
-7 xo· .• 
-9 
- l 1 





-a� s• iA ih I 
KIL011ETERS 













· 1 1 
- , 3 
RAPPtUlNNNOCJ: RIIJER 11 kPPlL 1979 
100 
KILOP1ETERS 
DISTANCE UPSTREA" FROM NOUTH 




















. , 1 
-c!!\j 5� 100 150 I 
KILOMETERS 








I i •• 






1.\2 JUL\' 197� 
1 
r.ILOl'IETE�S 
DIST11NCE UPSTREM FROl'I l'WUTH 












I · • 
J 
RAPPAHtifftl(lf..K RittEP 
x,o.,c;,0.01 ><•·• x ...
C) 
\ xai1 





. , , �
. 1 !5 
12 JUL\' 1':17� 
se 
.:ILOl1ETEPS 






\ I - 1 

























• 1 7 





t -• ' * � I I •c!;l 5� I ido 1 0 
KIL01'1ETERS 















- \ 3 
"'" 
RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER c3 OCTOBER 1;79 SALINITY SLACK BEFORE FLOOD 
KILOf1ETERS 













f?HPPAHf.:INNOO: RI•.JER ,,7 r;o11£t1&E/.' 1 g79 
1 
Y.ILOl'1ETER$ 
DIST�NCE UPSTREAA FRO� MOUTH 















• 1 7 
- 19 
·21 







SALINIT'r SLACK BEFORE EBB 
• 2
� sn 1�e rte 
ICILOP!ETERS 

















\ [.>\$' u�\ x, •. � ·• �.,,�r � 
,a.�4.tK1a.1 x\• ..., 
·x,a.P(••·•
1'f JULV 15180 
xo.a )ko.e 









DISTANCE UPSTREAA FROH ftOUTH 














• 1 7 
• 10 
-a1
15 AUGUST 19H SALINITY 






St.ACK BEFORE FLOOD 
-a 1 
KILOAETERS 
























XI ,11 xo ••
o,a 
SLACK BEFORE Ell 
-a5c1 s• iii i�i 
KILOPIETERS 




























14 OCTOIER JDSt 


















SLACK JEFORE FLOOD 
a 








RltPPAIIMIHOCK Rlt/ER 18 AUGUST fi71 DISSOLVED OXVCEH st.Ael' BEF'ORE Ell 
- 1 





-s , / 
• 
\ ��"-"' -C� -st 
• 7 '--j 










I , ... '-"� 
\, _.\ i )(11.0 .... 




·•JU ' ' ck aJbc a�a ' 1 
ICit.oAETERS 









RAPPAHMNXIC RIVER e6 OCTOIER 1979 DISSOLVED OXYCEN SLACK BEFORE FLOOD 
)(7,11)(7 •• )(19,• ':J..l �-·· I I I • H· �-· 
i Il1I\ 
en 
• 5f- en 
\ \ I 
(D T r I a, 
-·� 
/\1
i \ -- I-7 CD u, 
/I l l -9J. I \ 
• 1 H· I \ l \ I \ 
• 1 7 
• 1 D
·21
.. a J\l ell t .4& i �a ' • 
ICILOPIETERS 



















· 1 1 
27 NOVEMBER 19?9 
0 ... o 
I TT 








DISSOLVED OXVGEN SLACK BEFORE FLOOD 
tlil'O()CI.�- o •
























• , !I 
• 1 7 
• 19 
• 21 







x,, .Jl(,1.\ ..... 
\ [\\ t-•·1<•-1 x,o.,
\ \xH\ 
x..,;;
T_ 1-J ,= x1�\. f,,.o
x,o.o 
DISSOLVED OXVGEN SLACK BEFORE EBB 
� 
I •2 ,� t&a 1�a 
Kit011ETERS 



















• 1 1 




X• a .JI<• a., x•r .It 













15 APRit 1971 DISSOLVED OXYGEN SLACK BEFOS?E FLOOD 
X•·• 

























- 1 1 I- I 





X•-• X•�.-•{• X•-t<•-• .. , 
••• 
X•-t<•.1 
X � X•·X•·• 
xe., X•X•.., X•-><•·o 











\ I \ I II 




DISTANCE UPSTREAM FROM MOUTH 
X•-• 












- 1 7 
- 1 9 
-21 
-2 
RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER 21 APRIL 1971 
en { r 
X•ot• x� ........ X•J� � x•.•:: °'7 \ '->..1 I / \D\_ 
x,o.o x,{f x•-• ,s:,y�o , xa., :� 
c:,� c \ 
x•., <D 
-- - - \D 
\ 
,o .o xj.Jt<•·•\ x,f.o !�.• X•·Clb'x\• \/\ <D 
- C) 0 � \ \ \ I a,� -\ J I �-- - '° •o: ;; 1 x•\ � x�i(��.. ;J-± ... -\l j liTti:
"J7'��fil u 




DISTANCE UPSTREAM FROM MOUTH 













RAPPAHANNOC� RIVER 26 APRIL 1g71 DISSOLVED OXYGEN SLAC( BEFORE FtOOO 







X•·' X•·• X•l.L> 
- 7 
-9 .. 
. I l 
11.0 
- 1 3 .. 
-2
31! 5� 1�0 150 
KILOMETERS 













• 1 1 
£ C) Q) x•.,x•.a x:tl �-• �:-) 
II� �1-­mQ)I /�{;� "'·ff.\
9 -....../0, Cb/ a, \ 
�"-./;_/"'� l









·2 3d 5� 100 1�0 f 
KILOl'IETERS 



















- 1 1 
• 1 7 
• 19
·21 
RAPPA�HHOCK RIVER 27 MAY 1971 
a, a, 








� .,_..,.... .,'\ I X7-· ( -> 
a:, ..... 












DISSOLUED OXYGEN SLACK BEFORE FLOOD 
� 
• 23� 5� 1�0 150 
! 
KILOMETERS 

















- 1 1 
- 1 3 
- 1 S 
• 2 1 
RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER 09 JUNE 1971 DISSOLVED OXYGEN 
T i al 




( j X7.• 
T \•�o X•·• 
X•··- \I � 
.... 
J 





DISTANCE UPSTREA" rROM MOUTH 
7 ., 
















• 1 1 
I' 
11 JUNE 1971 DISSOLVED OXVGEN 
,._- x., . ., x4�11.x�1 
I 
..... CD 
XT.o�·�"-" I J ... 
!.> r:� � I X7 -�· •• CD xs .ll(S .• 
\ x�- x1., ... j x+•
6' .,./ I i .,, " ... xt-• X" :.:• .e l 







DISTANCE UPSTREAM FRO� MOUTH 











• , 1 
• 1 3 
• 1 7 
• 19 
•21 
RAPPAHAHNOCK RIVER 31 JUtV 1971 
s 'd" 
.. --� '\ \ l x•-• w/��y�v;,.�� J • .Jrft�._ / '� riH .. �� '/" '>­Wf( r' \il-� x ... x,., \
�i X••• t:;�
. _;, I x,.. x·\\1 
DISSOLVED OXVGEN SLACK BEFO�E EBB 
X7,1X'P,O 
x1.ox ... • 
x1,1 
� '-'7_./ "\ 
a, rm..,. X•,o L: ..... �· \><• -• •x• X" . , ·x• t'-<-• .;:a:.,,.
(., � a:, � __x, .• 
,-.. "·• :..../' X"· 
-., I Clo(P. ><�-- >OP:• 0 





J,n ·•r·x· J7 
a:, 
•2� 5� 1�0 1�0 
I 
KILOrlETERS 





















- , 3 











































- 1 7 
- 1 9 
·21 

















U.�, \r) xr 
4 - '---
'-i J I ---· 
4_,,,,_/ .... "' 
I .,,,----�y? I "I 






� a, � 
x? .• � / x•.fl<•·• / 
\ a, x•.•o:, 
xa .• <&:.�?�-�·•X•·11 / 
\d' "'\ l:O I a;, 
f11' \ cn1J_ 
r\·  x•-l 1TT·az,� •. II l '° I' I ·· " LJT 
..... 
•23d 5� 1�0 150 I 
KILOMETERS 












RAPPAHANHOCK RIVER 13 OCTOIER 1911 
... cS> u, 
\ r
7
1 r-� \ \ V / 
c,, " 
�/.� \ � \ 
a, 
·i L x,JJ(r_"--  »·· ?-.
I
l \_7//.,, n � d'\\ \ 
fa, 
�'-.. /1 t\ ��1XO · rtX• .l \... 4 J <IOI-.cl







U) T 1 







DISSOLVE%) OXVCEN SLAC� IErORE rLOOD 
a---.-
.. .,
·2.!\I: d.s 4&21. 4h J 
ICILO!'!ETERS 

































• , 1 
- 1 5 




RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER 27 OCTOBER 1971 DISSOLVED OXYGEN SLACK BEFORE FLOOD 




/ ,.,,..-s� l \ G c,, ---- •
�
/ c:n tn\. x• · • * . • ..,., / 4 \ l, \ {1 X• .o X• <, x•.>-• j x... x, {j,.C.Y i :\_,, ,./
X•·• 
{ x•.o 1�\�, x•}•/r4�t X-r� )/""�\ x•.l ··• '/,.Jjx···\ X•·• ._l 
'.'.0 
-­,,.. 






� 5� 1�0 1�0 
I 
ICILOl'IETERS 


















- /-=-' ,......._ � { 
'lt 






,, .• :: /:? J \ 4 \ 
illlx ...
·S· J � L Tl:: 1· .. x
··-m L.9"' 
'' 7 k '"1-tU A




;; \ � (DI 
0\I I b I \\
-91-
- \.!. --- \
/ x, ... ,.1 �· ilI. , �n - 1 , 
- 1 7 
- , 9 
- 21 
-2




DISTANCE UPSTREA" FROl'I "OUTH 












RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER 28 JANUARV 1972 DISSOLVED OXYGEN SLACK BEFORE FLOOD 
- 1 
-3
- 1 1 
- 2 � 5� 1 �0 1 �0 
I 
KitOl'IETERS 























13 1'ARCH 1972 DISSOLVED OXVGEN SLACK BEFORE FLOOD 
-
0 
x11 -•x,, .• x,o • 
X1, .ax11 •• X• • • D /
J 
- - c:,, ' - -






- 23J �� r�e 1�0 
' 
KILOMETERS 










crn t" .. 
-9 
· 1 1 
I 
• l � 
. , s
• , 7 
I! . , 9 
I 
II .. -21 
I -
� ' ·2 * 





-/ x•a.; X•• -• 
X•a.a f 
C'IJ ,!!J :: :::>(, , . 0 
x,,., x•f .• X•• ·• xi .x,, � x• t><to .Cl(•, .a � - I
X•"·• � x,c::i.,i��o.a 
x,o.a x,,.. x,,,.. x,o.e 
J .,...,,. " X x,, .2 X" -• x•o.x·<1.)411 - x1-o.a x,,.s -







. ' . , 
1e 
KILOMETERS 
DlS�ANCE UPSTREAM FROM �OUTH 
' .. 
I 















• 1 1 
• 1 3 
21 AF'PIL 1972 DISSOLVED OXYGEN SLACK BEFORE EBB 
°'1 






ax X• •• 
..... X•. • 
l I 
• .x• . .-...l.<• ·"'• .... 
_--....,, 
m m m <a
;,- , x•><•
/ -�\. x-:,: xo
,.. .... , a>'-""' .J I l'f/-
� ""\ s, 
a • .S>J, X•·• l 
ai-��e
.)J(, 

























- 1 , 
- 1 3 
- 1 5 
-21 
RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER 2-4 APRIL 1972 
X•·• 
X•,o X•·• 
X••• xe.o xa.o xe.e 
x• . ., 
DISSOLVED OXVCEN SLACK BEFORE EBB 
- 2 3d 5� 1�0 150 
KILOMETERS 


















. 1 , 
·15 
·21 















X 7)q7)4a • o f·l 
7.a 
SLACK BEFORE EBB 
• 2 aj els 1 &a 1 �& 
KILOMETERS 
DISTANCE UPSTREAM FROM MOUTH 
I 
RN'fW�HHOCIC RIUER 26 SEPTEAIER 1972 DISSOLVED OXYGEN SLACK IEFORE nooD 





-, --.., XO•• 
D · 5�" �--....-. E 
/ ( d\ p 
(0 
\...� ,=, . , - L.f �, ,i ...... \ I "' \ I 
I 





. u� i XS\ __ I A 
• 17 
(1 
7 T ,...[ 1 \ \ i }lrri �,;.;.. i T )(O�. ? " � I J ... = (' , °'-... J I J, = =
)(o •• /1 .. x!-·1 x·� f 1 �-rHi!}(1t�-· 













� J ·•'\I 5 
KILOAETERS 

















I . , H· 












11 OCTOBER 1972 
I �·x·-· 
a, \ 1I 
x
/� .. "'"""" 
X-, ( -9 L "./\\. 
x
--�_J r; \ \
1 
KILOl'!ETERS 
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